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Quarterly Report Summary
Microelectronics Research on Silicon-
Silicon Oxide Structures and Interfaces
Summary %3 1¢'_ 0
The development of capability towards satisfactory completion of
the program continues. Some of the considerable recently-published
information on M-O-S structures is reviewed. A major point of agreement
on space charge in the oxide has been reached. Significant detaiis are
yet to be explained.
The experimental program now has operating the process furnace,
the electrolytic etching fixture, the capacitance bridge, the replication
evaporator, and the electron microscope. The deionized water system
produces 18 meg ohm-centimeter water. S mple usage of photolithographic
techniques has been satisfactorily demonstrated. The necessary laboratory
operations can now be executed.
Fluorescence techniques appear to offer a sensitive analytical tool
for measuring the organic content in deionized water supplies. Investi-
gations to evaluate the utility of the techniques can be performed with
additional equipment. Electron mirror microscopy appears to need further
development to ha_e the resol ion _esired for cross section !nvestigations,
For studying the uniformity and structure of oxide surfaces this tool
could be quite useful.
New general bibliography sections cover report literature recently
ii
surveyed°
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MICROELECTRONICS RESEARCH ON
SILICON-SILICON OXIDE STRUCTURES AND INTERFACES
I. Models of Oxide Structures
A. Physical Model of the M-O-S Device
C Oxide
I Silicon
I (n-type)
Figure I
m
Cross Section of M-O-S Structure
Consider the case when the meta is biased positive with respect
to the n-type semiconductor. There wil be positive charges at _he metal-
oxide interface and electrons at the silicon-silicon oxide interface. The
result is that there will be an accumulation region in the silicon (par-
ticularly at the silicon-oxide interface).
The measured capacitance will be that of the oxide and is given by
the expression
Co = EIS (I)
Xo
where El is the permittivity of the oxide, S is the cross sectional area
of the device, and Xo is the width of the oxide layer.
Next consider the case when the metal is biased negative with
respect to the semiconductor. Electrons will be transported from the
semiconductor to the metal leaving exposed impurity ions in the semicon-
-I-
ductor thus creating a space charge region. By the condition of charge
neutrality the total charge in the depletion region is equal to the charge
on the metal plate. This value is given by
Q = CV (2)
where C is the measured c_pacitance of the device and V is the voltage drop
across it.
This is equivalent to a parallel plate capacitor with two dielectrics
between the plates as in Figure 2 where dl is the dielectric number one, the
oxide, and d2 is the dielec#ric number two, the semiconductor.
Figure 2
Two Dielectric Capacitor
The capacitance for this configuration is
where
c=C C%
CI+C 2
(3)
C 1 = ._Is- , C 2 = E;2S
Xl (X2-X 1 )
The M-O-S device can therefore be represented as twQ capacitors in series
as in Figure 3. One capacitor is due to the oxide layer and is constant;
the other is due to the depletion region and is a function of bias.
--2m
CI C2
Figure 3
Capacitors in Series
For the purpose of this derivation it will beassumed that the
capacitance vs. voltage curve for the device is available-from measurements
made on the device. The capacitance will be the series equivalent of the
two capacitors and the voltage will be the total barrier voltage. The
capacitance due to the depletion region can be found from the expression
Cd = CoC
Co-C (4)
The total voltage is the sum of the drops across the two capacitors, the
contact potential, and the IR drop
Vt = Vo ÷ Vd + Vc + IR (5)
where
Vt = applied voltage
Vo = oxide voltage drop
Vd = depletion layer voltage drop
Vc = contact potential
IR = drop due to leakage current.
The leakage current I will be measured but its value will probably be such
that it can be neglected. It is hoped that the contact potential can be
determined during the course of this work; however, for the present this
-3-
will be neglected or a constant assumed<on the order of 0.5 volts). The
simplified voltage is now
Vt = Vo + Vd (6)
The voltage drop can be determined_inthe following manner:
QT= Qo= Qd (7)
This is equivalent to saying that the charge is the sameon all plates of
the capacitor.
CV= CoVo = CdVd (8)
CoCd ( ) = CoVo = CdVdCo÷Cd Vo+Vd
Vd = CoVCo÷Cd (9)
Thus, the capacitance of the depletion region and the voltage drop across
it can be determined from the voltage vs. capacitance curve.
If a small reverse bias is applied to the device the depletion region
formed will be narrow. For this region the charge density can be assumedto
be constant. The plot of charge density vs. distance for this condition is
shown in Figure 5. Xdl is the depletion w dthof this small bias.
p(x)
7
X
Xd I
Figure 4a
Charge Density Versus' Distance
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Assuming the charge density varies only with X (one dimensional case), the
relationship can be expressed as
Qdl = pl(X)Xdl (10)
thus, both the charge density and the depletionwidth can be obtained from
th_ C vs. V curve.
Next the bias is increased by a small amount. This results in more
charge being uncovered and the widening of the depletion region.
p(x)
Xd I Xd 2
Figure 4b
Charge Density Versus Ii_rs_ance
The situation might be that of Figure 6. The depletion width is given by
cS (II)
Cd2 = X-_2
and the charge is given by
Qd2 = Cd2 Vd2 = p1(x)Xdl + p2(×)(Xd2 - xd ) (12)i
thus, the charge density can be determined as well as the depletion region.
The bias isnow increased slightly and the process is repeated. This
is done until a complete curve of charge density vs. distance is obtained.
!
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where
X
X
Figure 5
Histogram of Charge Density Versus Distance
In a depletion region the charge density is given by
p(x) = e[N d - Na] (13)
e = charge on the electron
Nd = donor impurity concentration
Na = Acceptor impurity concentration
Thus, the impurity profile can be calculated from the charge density curve.
B. Recent Publications on M-O-S Structures
During the last several months there have been several papers
published on the M-O-S device. A large number of these papers have been
written by scientists with the IBM Corporation I and with Fairchild Semicon-
ductor. 2 One of the major results of their studies has been to determine
that the ions can migrate throughout the oxide of the M-O-S device and
create a space charge in the oxide. The ions are thought to be oxygen
vacancies in the case of the Si-SiO 2 system. Use of a model based on
oxygen ion vacancy migration can be used to explain some of the major
phenomena of M-O-S devices while other phenomena can be explained only with
a surface state model. Other phenomena are yet to be expi,ained. At the
present understanding of the M-O-S device, a model which uses both the
-6-
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surface state and ion migration phenomena gives the most complete picture.
A review of the models follows.
Due to the abrupt change from a periodic crystal lattice at the
surface of a semiconductor, energy states exist for carriers that are not
allowed in the bulk of the material. These states in the surface state
model may trap carriers and as a consequence the surface can become
cha_ged. A method for determining the charges trapped in surface states
is shown below in Figure 6.
a
Oxide _ __ Metal
c
semiconductor
b
Figure 6
Conductance Electrode M-O-S Structure
_d
The bias between points c and d can be varied thus changing the
charge at the metal oxide interface and at the semiconductor oxide inter-
face. The charge at the semiconductor-oxide interface will result in a
change in the conduction between points a and b. If the mobility of the
charge carriers is known, the theoretical change in conduction between
points a and b may be calculated. In practice the change in conductivity
is not usually the theoretical value but lower and a function of frequency.
The explanation most used is that of the surface states. If a low frequency
-7-
signal is used to modulate the conductivity between a and _the states
are filled and emptied as the signal varies. Since the situation is that
of steady state the maximum number of surface states would be filled
(maximum number of carriers trapped) and the conductivity change between
"a" and "b" would be a minimum.
If the frequency of the signal between "c" and "d" is increased,
some of the states will not be filled due to insufficient time. In this
case there will be more carriers to conduct current between "a" and "b"
and the change in conductivity between these points would be higher than
in the previous case. If the frequency is further increased, the con-
ductivity change will increase until at some high frequency none of the
surface states will be filled and the change in conductivity between "a"
and "b" will be a maximum for the applied signal between "c" and "d"
Another way of demonstrating this effect would be to apply a negative step
voltage at point "c". The conductivity would change immediately by an
amount corresponding to there being no surface states but would then decay
exponentially as the surface states were filled to some value oorresponding
to the situation of all of the surface states being filled. This s shown
in Figure 7. The step voltage is applied at t = O.
no surface states
_a slow surface states
fast surface states
t =o t
Figure 7
Idealized Charge-Conduc¢ivity-Time Relationship
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If the step voltage is left at "c" for an extended time the conductivity
is noted to decresse still further. This would seemto correspond to
filling of extremely slow surface states. The experiment may have to
be conducted at elevated temperatures to observe this secondary effect
but since the filling and emptying of surface states is a function of
temperature, this is not unreasonable. However, when the step voltage is
removedthe conductivity changes to a value below its original value and
the conductivity is stable at this point. This case is shown in Figure 8.
surface
conductivity
change
filling of surface states
i _ _17-_secondary effect_I (time scale condensed)
_ _-'---'].j-------step voltage
r _ removed
t = o I
I
Figure 8
Observed Charge-Conductivity-Time Relationship
The secondary effect has beenexplained in the following manner.
During the time when the step voltage is applied to point "c", ions in the
oxide layer migrate to the semiconductor_oxide interface (especially if the
experiment is conducted at higher temperatures). These ions tend to pile up
at the interface. The arrangement is semipermanent, thus creating a sig-
nificant space charge field within the oxide. When the step voltage is
-9-
removed_rom point "c" the space charge remains.
In the case of the Si-SiO2 system the ions in the oxide are
thought to be oxygen vacancies. This tends to be supported by the fact
that the space charge is usually posi#ive and that the presence of an
oxidizing agen# tends to stabilize the effect while the presence of a
reducing agent aggravates it. The oxidizing agent is thought to be a
source of oxygen to fill the vacancies and the reducing agent is thought
to capture someof the oxygen from the SiO2. In the experiments reported,
aluminum was the metal used to makethe contact with the silicon-dioxide
and it is thought that the oxygen in the oxide can react with the aluminum
thus creating the vacancies. The vacancies, once created, are able to
migrate throughout the oxide under the influence of an electric field
and/or temperature.
This model of contact-metal-cause_ _a_cies can be used to
explain someof the phenomenaassociated with the M-O-S structure. One
of the phenomenais that the M-O-Sstructure can be considered as a diode
with the ion current flow I00 times or more greater in one direction than
when biased in the following direction.
If the metal is biased negative, oxygen ions will be forced to
the Si-SiO2 interface under the influence of the field. However, since
the ions can only migrate if vacancies exist and the vacancies are assumed
to be formed at the aluminum-oxide interface there will be little current
flow due to the fact that the silicon-oxide is saturated a little ways from
the metal. If the metal is nowbiased positive, oxygen ions will be
attracted to it thus letting the vacancies migrate toward the silicon.
-I0-
Since the oxygen is assumedto react with the metal, vacancies can be
formed atthe metal-oxide interface and the process can continue. The
current will be much larger in this case. The space charge created with
the metal biased positive will be large.
The space charge in the oxide can be studied by measuring the
capacitance versus voltage of the M-O-Sdevice. Theoretical curves of
capacitance versus voltage can be calculated where the applied voltage
Vapp is equal to
+ Qss (14)Vapp = _ms Co
where _ms is the work function difference between the metal and semicon-
ductor and Qss is charge density of the surface states. If there is a
space charge in the oxide, an additional term represents its effect on
the potentia I.
Vapp--(_ms+ Qss + I _oX°Co XoCo xp(x)dx (15)
fx_o_I
The termJ_xp(x)_fdx corresponds to an effective charge located at the
Si-SiO 2 interface. The terms represent a horizontal shift of the C versus
V curves. If the C versus V curve can be obtained without a space change
and then with a space charge the amount of charge in the oxide can be
I
-20 -I0 0 I0 20 Vapp
Figure 9
High FrequencyCal_acitance-V_rsus Voltage
determined. Xo;o
,,_o_o xp(x)dx
_ms + Qss
Co
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In summary, ion migration is probably one of the major phenomena
occurring in the M-O-Sdevice. Howe_er, there are aspects of this phenomenen
which are not well understood. For instance, in somecases the space charge
in the oxide appears to be negative rather than positive. The charge could
not be oxygen ion vacancies in this case of course. The space charge model
does not replace the surface state model but supplements it. There are
phenomenawhich can only be explained by the surface state explanation. The
space charge phenomenago a Iongway in helping to understand the M-O-S
structure but there must be further study before complete understanding is
achieved.
-12-
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II. Process Furnace Arrangement
The connection unit was built for the purpose of removing impurities
from the gases used with the furnace, to provide a means of mixing the
gases, and to provide a means of introducing steam to the gases.
Since the primary reason for the_ni_ is to purify the gases, care must
be exercised so that no impurit es are edded by the connection unit itself.
For this reason inert materials were used throughout the system. Stainless
steel, teflon, and quartz are the only materials used. All of the pipes
and fittings are of stainless steel, the stoppers and O-rings are made of
teflon, and the furnace tube and all flasks are quartz. This system will
provide little contamination of the gases and help to provide for repro-
ducibility of results.
The gas to be used in the oxidation process is bought in cylinders. Each
cylinder is connected to a flow meter which allows the flow rate to be con-
trolled. The gas flows from the flow meter to the input unit.
The input unit provides for the selection of gas and the mixing of gases
if required. At present only two gases can be used; however, the system can
be expanded to provide for three and more gases with a minimum of effort.
From the input unit the gas flows into the cold trap. The cold trap
consists of a quartz flask sitting in liquid nitrogen. The gas flows into
the cold trap and is delayed by a pyrex wool bundle long enough for the
water vapor and other impurities which ha_e a boiling point higher than
nitrogen to condense and remain in the flask.
The gas then leaves the cold trap and goes into the furnace. Between
the cold trap and the furnace a steam source can introduce steam Into the gas.
-13-
This is optional and is controlled by a valve. The steam source is a
quartz flask filled with deionized water and sitting inFa heater which
controls the temperature of the water.
There are several glass to metal connections in the system and since
the materials were restr+ctedto stainless steel, teflon, and quartz,
special clamps had to be designed and built for these connections. The
connections occur at the entrance to the furnace tube, the cold trap, and
the steam source.
The most difficult connection wasat the entrance to the furnace tube.
The quartz furnace tube has an outside diameter of approximately two and one-
half inches. The connection had to be easy to connect and remove because the
arrangement of the furnace in the lab is such that the specimens have to be
entered from th_ sameend as the gas and the thermocouple used to profile
the furnace. Figure I0 presents the design. The connector slips over the
end of the quartz furnace tube and is then tightened. This compressesthe
teflon O-ring which makesa pressure contact with the quartz tube. The
connector is of stainless steel. The upper rod extending from the end of
the connector is for thegas input and the lower rod is for the thermo-
couple.
The connectors for the two flasks are similar to each other. The
difference is that two rods extend into the flask for the cold trap and
only one for the steam source. The connector consists of a teflon stopper
with a hole for the stainless steel tubing to enter. The aluminum neck on
the flask allows tightening of the stopper. The arrangement is shown in
Figure I0.
-14-
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III. Capacitance Measurement
A. Introduction
Experiments as early as 1746 at the University of Leyden indicated
that electrical charge could be stored in a device later called a Leyden
jar. 3 This device is the same, in principle, as a modern capacitor. Today,
capacitors come in many configurations yet they follow the same physical laws
as the early Leyden jar.
Capacitance relates charge to applied voltage. The amount of charge
(q) stored in a capacitor is directly proportional to the potential difference
(v) applied to the terminals of the device. In equation form:
q = Cv (16)
where C, the constant of proportionality, is called the capacitance of the
device. This defining relation holds for all configurations of capacitors.
We restrict ourselves to devices which relate current and the first
derivative of voltage by a positive, real time invariant constant as in
equation (2).4
i = c dv
dt
where C is the constant described above. The capacitors under discussion are
properly described this way.
For such a device, it is possible to measure the value of the
constant C in equations I and 2 to several significant figures. The degree
of accuracy of measurement is dependent on the method of measurement and the
internal accuracy of the measurement device.
Measurements of this type require both accuracy and precision.
Accuracy refers to how close a measurement has been to the true value of a
-17-
quantity. Precision refers to the clustering of measurementsaround an
average. Thus it can be seen that a measurementcan fall either close or
further away from its true value for high and low accuracy and successive
measurementsof the samequantity can show a small or large deviation about
their average for high and low precision. The ultimate goal for a measure-
ment process would then be both high accuracy and high precision. 5
There are, of course, other possible sources of error such as
systematic and randomerrors; however, randomerrors occur in such a manner
as to be readily detectable and easily compensated, and systematic errors
are usually undetectable.
Examination follows of both the theory and practice of capacitative
measurementand the problems involved. The design of the capacitance measure-
ment system considers theory and present experimental results.
B. Capacitance MeasurementConsiderations
Capacitors
Most capacitors, when examined from a view external to the terminals,
i. e., when considered as a black box, can be represented by the three
capacitances shown in Figure II. The direct capacitance CHL , which is the
actual capacitance of the unknown, and CLG and CHG the capacitance from the
corresponding high and low terminals to the capacitor enclosure surrounding
objects and ground. 6 This direct capacitance and the associate ground
capacitances are the capacitative values constituting an unknown when the
unknown is connected to a measuring device.
There are two modes of measurement for such an unknown: two terminal
and three terminal. For two terminal measurement the C terminal is connected
-18-
CHL
G
Figure II
Schematic Diagram of a Capacitor Showing
Direct and Associated Capacitance
H O
G
I I
I(
I I--
_L
o L
- Figure 12
A Three-Terminal Shielded Capacitor
CE
mAAA_
R LCK 7_
Figure 13
Equivalent Circuit of a Two-Terminal Capacitor
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to the case, shorting CLGand the total capacitance is then CHL+ CHG,
where CHGis the capacitance between the high terminal and surrounding
objects, and can be changed by changes in the environment surrounding the
objects. The most evident factor affecting the environment is the wire
connections from the measurementdevice to the capacitor.
The effect of the surroundings and the resulting uncertainties in
measurementthey introduce can be eliminated by making three terminal
shielded measurements. Figure 12 shows a three terminal capacitor with its
associated shield. The capacitances CHGand CLGare eliminated from the
measurementcircuit by the use of guard circuits which balance the values of
CHGand CLGand thus exclude them from the values of direct capacitance
(CHL) measured. Thus, it is possible to measureCHLfor any capacitor by
introducing the desired unknowninto a shielded, grounded environment.
Although real capacitors sometimes approach the ideal, there are _
small deviations from ideal performance which must be examined. An
equivalent circuit for a capacitor is shown in Figure 13, which shows the
lumpedconstant two terminal form of a capacitor. R is the metallic re-
sistance of the leads, supports and capacitor plates, L the series induct-
ance of the leads and plates, C the actual capacitance of the plates, CK
the capacitance of t_e supporting structure, and G is the dielectric loss in
the supporting insulator, air losses, and ac leakage conductance.
Whena non-ideal capacitance is placed in a circuit, two external
parameters are of concern. They are the effective value of capacitance at
the external terminals and the losses inherent in the device. These
quantities are the series reactance and resistance of the device. Figure
-20-
14a shows these schematically. Onecan also consider the device from
a parallel equivalent standpoint. This representation is shown in Figure
14b.
Consideration of total impedanceor admittance in the complex
plane is shown in Figure 15.where
B = ! G = I_L , and Y = ! (]_8)
X ' R Z
Also, the power factor for the capacitor is cos 0 where 8 is the ang:le
between the R and Z or G and Y phasors.
Onecan define the dissipation factor and storage factor of a
capacitor as being ratios of resistance to reactance and susceptance to
conductance respectively. In equation form:
D _ dissipation factor - R _ G = I = tan _ (19)
x B
Q _ storage factor = X___= B= L= cot _ (_0)
R? G D
where equations (4) and (5) also give interrelations between D and Q.
Thus, it can be seen that the values that are actually measured by
whatever system is being used are with respect to the terminals of the
unknown.
Two representations for the device, series and parallel are common.
The measured values of the unknown can be expressed in either set of para-
meters, depending only on which is more convenient. We can measure only the
resistance and reactive components of the unknown. Figure 15A is the phasor
diagram for the series case while the parallel equivalent is represented
in Figure 15b.
-21-
Rs Xs = (_Cs)-I
a. Series Representation
wCD
b. Parallel Representation
Figure 14
External Terminal Representation of
a Capacitor as a Circuit Device
X
X
j/7/
6
//
i
m Im
B
X
Y
G
a. Series b. Parallel
Figure 15
Imittance of a Capacitor in the Complex Plane
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In the series case the dissipation factor D, the cotangent of
the dielectric phase angle e, is
D = cot e = tan 6 = Rs
I
mCs
= mCsR s (21)
where Rs and Cs are the measurea' values for the series equivalent repre-
sentation. For the parallel case D is given by
D = cot 0 = tan _ = G = I
6Cp mCpRp
(22)
The interrelations between the series and parallel cases are given by:
Cs = C3 = Cs cos26 (23)
Cp = I + D-_- I + tan26
Rs(I+D 2) = I + D2
Rp = D2 D_Cs (24)
Due to the series inductance, L, of the leads as shown in Figurel3,
the terminal capacitance or effective capacitance of the unknown becomes
greater than the zero frequency capacitance, Co. When the frequency, f, is
much less than the resonant frequency, fo, [which is defined by _o2LCo = I]
the fractional increase in capacitance AC is given by
AC f 2
Co = _2LC ° = f--o (25)
Similarly, the loss D is dependent on frequency, the dependence being:
D = G___ + RI f _C (26)
_C
where RI is Resistance at I megacycle and f is frequency in megacycles.
This describes a capacitative device as examined from a terminal
point of view. When this type of device is connected to a measurement system,
-23-
the parameters measuredare the effective capacitance, and the dissipation
factor in either series or parallel configurations.
Measurement Devices
High accuracy and precision measurement of capacitative device
parameters is generally made by the null method using a variation of the
basic ratio bridge. The basic ratio bridge balances for a null_or zero dc
voltage across a detector by use of either a variable standard capacitor or
a fixed standard capacitor and a variable ratio arm. The basic ratio bridge
is shown in Figure 16.
After the insertion of Cx, the unknown, in the bridge circuit, Cn,
the variable capacitor, is adjusted to obtain a minimum reading on the
detector. When this null condition has been established, the bridge is
balanced and the value of the capacitor CN is the value of the unknown.
This type of bridge is useable over a wide range of frequency ranges with
an accuracy of about 0.01%.
For measurements of greater precision the usual approach is to use
an inductively coupled transformer ratio arm bridge. With such a bridge,
(Figure 17) accuracies in parts per million can be obtained for ratios as
high as I000:I.
In Figure 17, the primary winding of the transformer (usually
toroidal to avoid flux leakage) is used only to excite the core. The
voltage in the secondary arms of the bridge is then exactly proportional to
the number of turns in the secondary windings. The ratio of the open circuit
voltages is equal to the number of turns between taps, and this is easily and
precisely determinable. When the number of turns between taps is fixed, the
-24-
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Figure 16
Basic Ratio Bridge
primary winding / _ s Cx
for excitation _ _/_
Nx D_et I_
Gen Np
NN
' _ guardpoint __
toroidal core _ CN
Figure 17
A Simple Representation of a Transformer Ratio Arm Bridge
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Figure 18
of Balancing a Transformer Arm Bridge
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voltages appearing across these turns is invariant.
The condition for balance, or zero detector current, is then
VNC N = VxC x or Cx - V NN (12)
CN _ = N--x
With this system, the internal capecitances from the guard point or center
tap of the secondary are exactly balanced and do not contribute to the
degree of error of the bridge. This bridge measures Cx in terms of CN
without an additional balance. Variations on this general procedure are
shown in Figure 18. The three variations shown are:
I. Fixed ratio - variable capacitor
2. Multiple divider - single fixed capacitor
3. Single divider - multiple fixed capacitor
The General Radio Model 1615A Transformer Arm Ratio Bridge
Figure 19 shows a simplified circuit of the General Radio Model 1615A
capacitance bridge. As can be seen from Figure 19, the General Radio Model
1615A uses a single decade of transformer voltage division and multiple fixed
standard capacitors to provide six decades of resolution of capacitance.
Through use of the variable resistances G and D four decades of loss or
conductance are obtainable. There are eight standard capacitors, of which
only six may be used at any onetime to give six figure resolution for
capacitance values. There are four precision decade resistors connected in
series to give foursignificant figures for D and four precision decade
resistors connected in parallel to give four significant figures for G.
On this bridge either Cp and G may be measured on Cs and D, depending
on how "lossy" the device being measured happens to be. The choice is G for
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more lossy devices.
Other features of the General Radio 1615ABridge are:
I. Twoor three terminal measurement.
2. Useof external standards to extend D and/or G ranges.
3. Useof external standards for measuring difference between
the unknownand the external standard.
4. Wide frequency range.
5. Easily adopted to use with external power supply for dc bias
of unknownbeing measured.
6. The General Radio 1615ACapacitance Bridge is furnished in the
General Radio Model 1620ACapacitance MeasurementSystem with
the appropriate oscillator and detector, i. e., the system is
furnished complete as the General Radio Model 1620ACapacitance
MeasurementSystem.
Comparison of the General Radio Model 1620A Capacitance Measurement
System with Othe_[rAvailable Bridges and Reasons for Selection
On the basis of manufacturers' literature, three capacitance measure-
ment bridges were chosen for morecritical evaluation. These were: the
General Radio Model 1615A, the Electro-scientific Industries Model 277, and
the Wayne Kerr Model B221A. At first examination, all of these bridges
appeared to meet the requirement for the project capacitance measurement system.
The Wayne Kerr Bridge is a transformer ratio arm bridge suitable for
two, three, or four terminal measurement, and is capable of making measurements
in any quadrant of the complex plane. This bridge makes use of two precision
transformers - one for signal input and the other to the detector. The
-28-
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bridge balances the unknown Zu against a standard Zs. The use of two
transformers gives a comparison range of 106 to I. (Figure 20)
The manufacturer specifies four significant figures With an
accuracy of the order of I% or greater. It was felt that this bridge
would not produce measurements of the required accuracy, and it was not
given further consideration.
The General Radio Model 1615A and the Electro-scientific Industries
Model 277, with the recommended oscillators and detectors, were evaluated in
the laboratory. The Electro-scientific Industries Model 277 bridge is a
revision of the basic ratio'arm bridge as shown in Figure 21.
Unknown capacitance with its associated llosstangent is inserted in
the unknown terminals and the bridge is balanced by a series o_ standard
capacitors shown as Cva r in Figure 21.
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Figure 21
Simplified Electro-scienti_#ic Industries
Model 277 Capacitance Bridge
Data Produced by the Capacitance Measurement System
To check the operation of the bridge system, a p-n junction diode
capable of withstanding a reverse bias of the order of several hundred volts
i
was placed in the sample holder. A seri_ of capacitance measurements were
made. The log-l_ plot of the bias voltage applied in the reverse direction
versus the valueof capacitance measured is shown in Figure 25 As can be
seen from the plot the slope is approximately -I/3. This implies that the
p-n junction measured is of the graded junction variety. For a graded
junction the expression for capacitance is:
C= = k v
-3 I-
After thorough comparison of these bridges, the General Radio
Model 1615ACapacitance Bridge MeasurementSystemwas selected for use
for the reasons listed below:
I. The General Radio Bridge allows measurementof capacitance
to a greater numberof significant figures.
2. The General Radio Bridge has a definite advantage over the
Electro_scientific Industries model in regard to the method of
application of bias, i. e., it requires very little in the way
of an external bias circuit.
3. The General Radio Bridge has greater degree of accuracy since
the accuracy in the Electro-scientific Industries bridge is in
terms of _ I dial division, and the General Radio bridge is in
terms of the value of the unknown.
4. The General Radio Bridge has a better system of three terminal
measurementwith the use of shielded cables that cancel the
terminal to ground capacitances.
5. The measurementof D, the "dissipation factor" on the Electro-
scientific Industries bridge is less accurate than on the
General Radio bridge, i. e., it has a very broad null.
6. The digital readout of the General Radio bridge is mucheasier
to read than the Electro-scientific Industries bridge.
7. The General Radio bridge system is more difficult to obtain an
initial balance, but the successive "difference" measurementsare
easier.
8. Frequency selection is muchgreater in the General Radio system.
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Project Capacitance Measurement S_stem
Figure 22 shows a block diagram of the system presently in use.
The 1615A Capacitance Bridge is, of course, the central piece of equipment.
The ac signal for measurement is supplied by a General Radio Model 1210C
oscillator to cover a frequency range of 20 cps to I00 kc. The oscillator
is powered by a General Radio Model 1203B unit power supply. For our purposes
the output range is zero to seven volts with sinusoidal waveform.
The dc bias is supplied by Kepco 0-30 Model ABC power supply and a
Kepco Model B 0-400 volt power supply for the higher voltage ranges. Both
of these power supplies are continuously variable over their entire ranges.
The General Radio Model 1232A tuned amplifier and null detector is
used with the bridge. After the maximum bridge setting below the noise
range is obtained on the gain of this instrument, the output is monitored
by a Hewlett-Packard 425A VTVM dc microvolt ammeter. For extremely sensitive
balances this output is monitored by a Keithley Model 149 domilli-microvolt-
meter.
Due to the identical nature of the terminals for shielded measure-
ment and unshielded three terminal measurement on action of the measurement
switch, the ac and dc voltage levels appearing across the sample are monitored
by Hewlett-Packard 400H VTVM and Hewlett-Packard 413A DCVMS respectively.
The switch is then returned to the shielded position for measurement.
C. Laboratory Measurements
It is a long step from the theory of capacitance measurement to the
production of satisfactory experimental data. The problems encountered in
attempting to produce data are of assorted variety and different natures.
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In state-of-the-art measurements such as are being attempted,
some factors have to be considered that might ordinarily be ignored. Three
terminal shielded measurement of capacitance was selected as mode of measure-
ment for our project due to the isolation from surrounding stray signals
produced by the shield around the device.
Some of the problems encountered during the process of setting up
and checking out the capacitance measurement system are discussed below,
and the present solutions to the problems are given.
Six__ty Cycle Hum
One of the ever present problems of el_ectronics measurement and
design is the 60 cps ac vo_Itage induced in circuits due to the presence of
I17 volt 60 cps power provided es the normal_ power suDply in all buildings.
Although the magnitude of this induced voltage is not large, and can normally
be neglected, due to the magnitudeof the signal leve we use in measurement
(on the order of several millivolts), the magnitude of the 60 cps "hum"
becomes significant. This problem was minimized by moving the entire capa-
citance measurement system to a screen room having 120 db attenuation at
400 mc and taking great care in the arrangement of component units of the
system and in the grounding of the system. As a further precaution, all
leads interconnecting the portions of the system specifically necessary for
measurement have been shielded. Also, all ground loops have been avoided,
as far as is knowN. The only 60 cps signal present in the screen rooms is
the supply for the instruments. As this is a regulated supply there are
almost no stray fields, since the input is 3 wire, single phase, 117 volts.
The lights in the screen room are 12 volt dc to eliminate any other source
-35-
of ac voltages.
DCBias
To provide the dc bias voltage for our samples, the dc power supply
was connected as shown in Figure 22. Although the application of dc bias
was simple enough, a method for , themeasurementof the actual value of dc
bias existing across the sample was not readily apparent. It was found that
the identical dc bias potential across the shielded terminals appears across
the unshielded three terminal binding posts. Thus, a dc voltmeter may be
connected across the three terminal binding posts and by use of the selector
switch between types of measurementthe existing dc bias may be measured
without loading the voltage across the probes in the sample holder. This
meansthat once the sample is inserted Pin the samp_leholder the conditions
of bias existing across the sample may be determined by using the selector
switch. DCbias will be measuredto approximately four significant figures.
ACSignal Levels
It was thought at first that signal level could be set and measure-
ments carried out for capacitance. _ Due to the nature of the bridge used,
however, signal level must be variedto obtain the best balance. The pro-
cedure used will be to balance the bridge using variation of the signal
level and then while attempting to hold the balance to minimize the applied
ac signal level. It is believed at this time that the minimum signal level
that can be obtained and consistently held will be of the order of several
millivolts.
Circuit Parameters
As was seen in Figure L3, the equivalent circuit of a two terminal
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physical capacitor has associated parameters to account for the non-
ideal behavior of the device. At this point in the program and due to the
comparative magnitudes of these parameters, these Parameters R, L, and CK
shall be neglected. R, the resistance of the leads, is of the magnitude of
one ohmand is much less than the sample resistance. CK, the capacitance of
the mounting and all associated, is neglected due to the nature of shielded
three terminal measurements. The capacitance of the leads and mounting is
balanced out by appearing on both sides of the unknown. The inductance of
the leads is neglected as a second order effect at this time.
Sample Holders
The use of three terminal measurements requires some type of sample
holder and associated shield. The requirements of this device are simple.
First, it must provide shielding from environmental electrostatic fields;
second, it must provide amounting for the sample; third, it must provide
electrical connections for signal and bias. Figure 23 shows a schematic of
the sample holder presently in use.
This is a relatively simple sample holder, and Figure 24 shows a
tentative revised version that is in the process of being designed. The
second version (Figure 24) is to be capable of being used at low temperatures.
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Measurementswere madeat three frequencies: I00 cps, I000 cps, and I0,000
cps.
It should be noted that as the values of capacitance measuredbecome
smaller the nulls becomeharder to obtain. At a frequency of I00 cps, it was
not possible to obtain a null for bias voltages greater than I0 volts. These
measurementsindicate the need for the development of experimental techniques
for the measurementof small values of_capacitance.
Tables I, 2, and 3 in the appendix give the specific values of volt-
age applied and capacitance measured.
Review and Discussion
In the preceding sections of This report we have discussed the
nature of charge storage devices and thetheory of equipment to measure the
external parameters of these devices or capacitors_ The advantages and dis-
advantages of several applicable capacitance measurement systems have been
presented and the system selected for use has been described. Additional
techniques of capacitance measurement for the production of accurate, useful
data are being developedto supplement basic known techniques.
There are certain problems that need to be solved before complete
confidence may be had in the capacitance-voltage data throughout the entire
range of measurements. For values of capacitance, say around I000 pf and
greater, a good six significant figure value of capacitance may be obtained.
However, as the value of capacitance becomes smaller the many significant
figure balances become harder to obtain since a comparatively good null can
be established for small capacitance with only three or at the most four
significant figures. Thus, there is a problem of measuring devices with
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high leakage current. The bridge does not balance sharply for capacitance
values of the order of one hundred picofarads and less.
Whenmeasuring small values of capacitance, a null balance is
difficult to obtain. After the first three significant figures are obtained,
the balance, or null, condition is well established, and the production of
successive significant figures calls for the utmost in sensitivity. An
alternative method of producing data is possible with the General Radio
Model 1615Abridge. It is possible to balance this bridge to read the dif-
ference between an external standard and the unknown. Judicious selection
of the external standard would place the difference measurementin the
range where a balance condition is retiected in five or six significant
figures. Mathematical correction can th_n be madeto produce experimental
data on the unknown.
Whenthe device producing the capacitance being measuredhas a dc
leakage current caused by applied bias corresponding to values of loss
tangent of the order of 0.40, the bridge cannot achieve a meaningful balance.
This situation may be improved by measuring the parallel capacitance and
conductance of the device, but conductance is limited to values less than
0. I micromhos. If the loss of the device exceeds these values, a direct
balance cannot be obtained. In these cases, the physical structure of
the device might better be understood if data could be obtained and com-
parison madeto a device with normal loss.
A possible method for obtaining this data would be to connect a
capacitor with very low loss and large capacitance in parallel with the
unknown. This would effectively increase the capacitance seen by the
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bridge while decreasing the loss. This allows a balance to be obtained,
and mathematical manipulation of data would give the capacitance and loss
or conductance of the unknown.
These techniques, when fully developed, will expedite the generation
of capacitance-voltage data. They will allow the examination of devices with
wide lattitude in parameters and contribute to the formation of the theory
describing the physical processes that act in the device.
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IV. Electron Microscopy
A. Etching Technique
To complementthe information obtained from the capacitance and
voltage measurements, a simultaneous study of the interior structure of
silicon is being madeusing the techniques of transmission electron micro-
scopy. The primary problem in this study at this time is producing samples
which are thin enough to transmit an electron beam. To yield useful infor-
mation, the transmitted beammust have enough intensity to produce a recog-
nizable image. Sufficient intensity is usually obtained if the samples are
g o
less than a I000 A thick; ideally the sample should be less than 500 A thick.
The electron microscope to be used in this study and the general procedure
and apparatus which will be used to produce samples suitable for use in
theelectron microscope were discussed in the last report. In this section
of this report a brief summary of the theory of electrolytic etching of
silicon will be presented first. Next, the results of our efforts to date
and the problems encountered will be presented.
Electrolytic Etching of Silicon
Electrolytic etching or electropolishing is often defined as the
uniform removal of surface atoms with an atomicly smooth surface as the
desired end result. The most successful work reported in the literature
has been accomplished using aqueous solutions of hydrofluoric acid, HF.
Some work using strong alkaline solutions has been reported but these
solutions chemically attack the silicon resulting in preferential etching
and rough surfaces. Some fluoride salts are satisfactory for etching;
however, the salts usedend the final product of the anode reaction when
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using these salts must be soluble in water. HF and its anode product
hydrofluosillicate, H2SiF6, are highly soluble in water and it is for this
reason that aqueous solutions of HFhave been preferred for electrolytic
etching of silicon.
It has been proposed that electropolishing of silicon begins when
the HF begins to be used as fast as it arrives at the surface being etched.
Whenthis condition is met, a thin film, which is suggested to be Si02, is
present on the surface. The exact dissolution process that occurs at the
silicon surface is not known; however, th_ following process has been pro-
posed. Each atom of a single crystal of silicon is covalently bonded to
two underlying siiicon atoms. Whenthese bonds are broken by the arrival
of a hole for each two-electron bond, the silicon atom combines with
available oxide or hydroxide ions. The process maybe as follows:
st + + z e Slo + "tH +
When the HF is not consumed as fast as it arrives at the silicon
surface, a more complex reaction occurs resulting in the formation of a
thick film on the surface. Films grown in electrolytes with a high concen-
tration of HF (_50% HF) have been found to be almost all silicon. The
following,chemical process has been proposed.
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The slow reaction, 6f the Si and water is the reason for the build up of
9
the silicon film on the anode surface.
As mentioned above, holes are essential to the dissolution process.
In p-type silicon holes are the majority carriers and consequently they are
readily available. In n-type silicon, however, holes are the minority
carriers and because of their short supply, some method must be used to
generate and make them availabCe at the silicon electrolyte interface if the
etching process is to proceed at a reasonable rate. The easiest way to
produce these holes is by high-intensity illumination of the working surface
with light of wavelengths shorter than 1.2 microns. Those wavelengths
longer than 1.2 microns only add heat to the sample and should be filtered
out if possible.
Experimental Results
To date we have been able to produce several samples in which small
areas were thin enough to be used in the electron microscope. Starting with
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a silicon die I/8" in diameter and about 0.030 inches thick, we can obtain
O
a semicircular area with a thickness of less than 500 A thick. The total
usabde area in these samples has beee-_out one-tenth of a square milli-
meter. We seek to obtain an area one millimeter in diameter with a uniform
O
thickness of approximately 500A. _he-majer part of our efforts during the
period covered by this report have been directed toward achieving this
result. The problems encountered can be_separated into three interrelated
areas: (I) jet electrode position characteristics, (2) electrolyte com-
position, and (3) etching characteristics of the bulk and thin sections of
the sample. This separation is arbitrary and only for the purpose of dis-
cussion. The discussion of the problems begins with a brief summary of the
procedure used to obtain the thin samples.
Jet Electrode Position Characteristics: The current density, which
will be discussed later under etching characteristics, is highly dependent
upon the position of the jet electrode in relation to the working surface
of the sample. Increasing the distance between the jet and surface by one
millimeter can sometimes reduce the current by a factor of two or more.
The electrolyte composition determines the magnitude of current change
with distance of the electrode. It is desirable talhave a high current
density; therefore; in the samples produced to date the jet has been
positioned about onemm from the surface of the sample as the desired
thickness is approached. Having the jet this close to the surface intro-
duces another problem, however. In this position the current density is
not uniform throughout the electrolyte. The resistance of the electrolyte
is such that the portion of the sample closest to the jet is subjected to
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a higher current density. Becauseof this a circular ring on the sample
surface is etched at a higher rate, thereby producing a thin section of
non-uniform thickness. Although the thin section is _mall and non-uniform,
the current density in this area is apparently uniform because preferential
etching is not apparent whenthe sample is observed in the electron m_croscope.
Electrolyte Composition: The electrolyte used so far has been com-
posed of Isopropyl alcohol, water and hydrofluoric acid. The composition of
the electrolyte is critical for two primary reasons. With high concentrations
of HF, a brown deposit is formed on the surface of the sample. The amount
of deposit is a function of both the current density and HF concentration.
For a given amount of deposit, the required current density increases as
the HF concentration decreases. It is felt that this deposit is the same
as that described during the discussion on the theory of etching. Whenthe
HF concentration is too low, non-uniform etching occurs. The sample will
have a polished surface, but whenthe sample is examined with an optical
microscope small dimples or impressions can be seen. In addition to the
uneven surface, a considerable amountof time is required for the etching
process.
Etch Characteristics of Bulk and Thin Sections: In general, it
appears that the surface condition is essentially a function of the current
density for a given electrolyte composition. At low current densities
small pits appear on the etched surface of the _ample. Usually, th_se
pits are large enough to be seen clearly with a 30 power optical microscope.
However, at times they are so small andclosely spacedthat the sample surface
appears to have been sand blasted, even whenobserved with a microscope.
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As the current is increased these pits disappear and the etched surface
takes on a mirror-like finish. Whenthe current is increased still further,
the brown film previously discussed appears on the surface and the amount of
film increases with the current.
The conditions described-abe_-app_ly to'etching of the bulk sample
where the resistance of the sample is uniform _er the surface being etched.
0
If the surface being etched is thin (< 5000 A) the_condition of uniform
resistance of the thin section no longer helds_ The resistance of the thin
section increases as the thickness decreases_- As a result, the current
density in the thin section, which is the area ef primary interest, decreases
leading to preferential etching and the formati_en of etch pits. It is felt
that these etch pits can be eliminated or_at_least redaced_if additional
fluoride ions are available from a modified-solution composition.
Summary of the Results: The best samples that have been produced
so far have been etched using an electrolyte volume composition of 85 parts
alcohol and 15 parts 48% HF. The current used has been about 40 ma with
the jet electrode about I to 2 mm from the working surface_ As mentioned
earlier, the samples producedhavehad very small areaswhich are useable
in the electron microscope. As an indication of our efforts to date, some
photographs arepresented on the following page. A complete interpretation
of what can be seen in these photos is not avaitable at this time.
Both photographs are from the same sample but different areas. There
are three points of particular interest. The broad dark lines appear to be
lines o_ constant sample thickness as they appear to move when the angle of
incidence of the electron beam is charged. The narrow lines in the top
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Thin S e c t i o n  of 30 ohm-cm., p-type S i l i c o n  (32,OOOX) 
Figure 26a 
Thin S e c t i o n  of 3 0  ohm-m., p-type S i l i c o n  (32,OOOX) 
Figure 26b 
portion of the top photograph do not movewhen the angle of incidence is
changed but instead they go in and out of contrast and for this reason they
are assumed to be dislocations. The spots that appear in both photographs
are believed tobe segregated impurities. From the point of view of etching
results, the area covered by each photograph is comparatively uniform in
thickness. We have demonstrated how to produce thin samples suitable for
transmission electron microscopy. The probdem; as it stands now, is pro-
ducing samples with larger areas of thin sections consistently and inter-
preting the structure observed in the electron microscope.
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B. Replication Techniques
A replica is a cast of a specimenwhich is opaque to _bectrons and
permits their surface structure to be studied in the electron microscope.
The replica consists of a thin film of el-ectron-transparent material
corresponding exactly to the surface topography of the specimen. By using
this film one will be able tostudy irregularities in the silicon surface,
the SiO2 layer, and the Si-SiO2 interface. A discussion of the Formvar/
carbon replicating process wasgiven in the August31, 1964Quarterly Report
and will not be repeated here. Instead; othermethods which have been tried
will be discussed concerning problems encountered and results obtained. All
of the methods tried have been _wo-step processes ef one form or another
since the single-step process (applying the carbon film directly to the
surface of interest and then stripping or separating the film from tb_
surface of interest) has the inherent disadvantage that thesurface being
investigated must be dissolved away and deetroyed during the stripping
process. The two-step process involves making a preliminary impression on
the specimen surface in one material, coating the structure surface of this
impression with the final replicating material, separating the two, and
examining the replica in the electron microscope. This preserves the
specimen for further use. The replicas made in the laboratory so far
have been replicas of a thin slice of silicon cut on the diamond saw.
Replicating Tape Method
A replica can be made by using a type of plastic "Replication Tape"
sold by Ladd Research Industries, Inc. Either side of the "Replication Tape"
may be used. The replica is made by placing a drop of acetone on the surface
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to be replicated then immediately placing a small square of plastic on
the acetone. The acetone softens the plastic Which then follows th_ con-
tour of the specimen surface thus making a faithful replica of the surface.
Little or no pressure is necessary at this stage. The replica is ready to
be stripped from the specimen surface whentheplastic is dry. This
usually takes about five minutes. The plastic replica formed is mounted,
replica side up, on a glass microscope slide. "Scotch Tape" can be used
to hold the plastic replica in place. A coat of carbon is then vaporized
onto the replica side of the plastic tape. The actual carbon evaporation
will be discussed later. At this point one of two things maybe done.
(I) The route taken in this laboratory is as follows: At this
point shadowthe replica with a coat of platinum or platinum-carbon.
Shadowcasting is a technique which will be discussed later. The plastic-
carbon replica is now removedfrom the vacuumchamber, and the plastic is
ready to be dissolved away. This is done by placing the carbon-plastic
replica in a small petri dish partially filled with acetone. The acetone
dissolves the "Replicating Tape" and the carbon film floats free. The pro-
blem encountered so far has been the fact that the carbon film tends to
come to pieces and breaks apart as it floats off of the tape. A piece of
the carbon film large enough to study in the electron microscope can usually
be "caught" on a microscope grid, but it is feared that later when interest
lies only in a very specific area of the specimen that difficulty might be
encountered in "catching" the right part of the film. The carbon replica
obtained in this mannershoweda good replica in the electron microscope.
This is shown in the accompanyingphotograph.
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F i g u r e  2 7  
Replica of S i l i c o n  Sliced on Diamond Saw 
Carbon R e p l i c a  - P l a t i n u m  Shadowing 
Negative 1 0 , 0 0 0 ,  Dhoto Enllargement 1.5X 
The replica in Figure 27 was made in the manner previously described.
The dark lines running diagonally across the photograph are 3_ apart. From
the rotary speed of the diamond saw blade and the transverse speed of the
blade, these lines can be justified as saw marks since one point on the edge
of the blade cuts the specimen every time the specimenmoves approximately
three microns. The dark places are deposits of platinum-from th_ shadowing
process. Thus if one looked at across sectional view of the specimen from
the direction of the arrow, a topography similar to Figure 28 would be observed.
It must be kept in mind that this method produces a negative of the original
surface.
shadow direction Platinum Deposits
Figure 28
The Silicon Surface
The other irregularities in the photograph are simply surface ir-
regularities and imperfections on the silicon surface.
(2) An alternative route which may be taken after the coat of
carbon is vaporized onto the tape is as follows: Remove the plestic-carbon
replica from the vacuum chamber and then spree_l:_ thin (about 2mm) film of
dental wax over the carbon side of the replica. This can be done by melting
the wax in a small beaker and then spreading the wax over the replica with
a warm glass rod. Dissolve the plastic part of the replica from the carbon-
wax part of the replica by placing the complete-replica-(plastic-carbon-wax)
into a small petri dish partially filled with acetone. For easeof manipula-
tion, place the wax side downso that it rests against the_bottom of the petri
dish. Useseveral changes of acetone ove_ e-period of several hours. All
debris must be removed before proceeding to the next step. Now mount the
carbon-wax rep Iica on a g Iass microscope s l_ide _using Scotch Tape as described
previously. The carbon side must face up and careshould betaken so that
the wax side of the replica does not stick very tight to the scotch tape.
If the wax sticks too tight to the-tape, it_w_ll be difficult to remove it
from the tape without damaging the replica. Place the mounted carbon-wax
replica into the vacuum coating unit and shadow lightly with platinum-carbon.
This will be discussed later under "Shadow Casting." Remove the shadowed
carbon-wax replica from the vacuum chamber and scribe the carbon part of
the replica into small squares about I/8" square.
carbon-wax replica can be cut into small squares.
replicas in a small petri dish containing xylene.
Alternatively, the complete
Place the scribed or cut
The xylene will dissolve
the wax and the carbon part of the replica will float free in the xylene.
Transfer the carbon replicas through several changes of xylene or until the
carbon replicas are clean. Slight heat will accelerate this procedure con-
siderably. Now pick up the clean carbon replicas from the xylene solution
with clean copper specimen grids and drain off excess xylene with filter
paper. If the replicas are not yet thoroughly clean, then try an additional
rinse with ethylene dichloride. This method has the advantage that perhaps
the carbon would hold together better with _e aid of the wax and also this
method produces a replica of exactly the same shape as the specimen surface
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whereas the first alternative produced a negative ef_theeriginal surface
(hills appear as valleys, valleys appear as hills).
Collodion Method
Another method of interest is:the-collodion methed_ This method
is simi lar to the Formvar/carbon me_ho_desertb_-_in the-August 31, 1964
Qua rte rIy Report, but !it has enough _ifferene_ _o mef_i_t;its discuss ion here.
This method wes first tried _n the laboratory as follows: Place a drop of
collodion on the sample, drain off the exeess aed let=dry for about five
minutes. Now place;'a piece of Scotch Tape over the collodion, press down,
and carefully pull off the tape being sure that the collodion strips off
with the tape. Now place the collodion replica and Scotch Tape in the
evaporator and evaporate carbon onto the collodion. Next shadow with
platinum or platinum-carbon. Take the tape-collodion-carbon out of the
vacuum and dissolve off the Scotch Tape with ethylene dichloride. The
collodion-carbon replica is then placed in a small petri dish partially
filled with amyl acetate to dissolve the collodion and allow the replica to
float free. The same difficulty was encountered here that was encountered
with the "Replicating Tape" method, that is, the carbon seems to split apart
as it floats free and, although it is easy to catch some piece of carbon, it
is difficult to catch a particular piece. However, piecesof carbon have
been caught on grids from this method_and proved to be good replicas for
study in ?he electron microscope.
In seeking to o_ercome this difficulty, the following method was
used: Put a drop of collodion on the sample and let dry. Place a microscope
grid on tb_ collodion which is on the specimen. Put another drop of collodion
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on the grid to hold the grid in place. Nowplace the Scotch Tapeon the
combination, carefully strip off, and procee¢las before; It wasfelt that
the grid being under the carbon would help contain the carbon and prevent it
from shredding apart quite so much. HeweveF,this was not the case and
nearly as muchdifficuli_/ was encountered as before.
The following alteration was despisedte contain the carbon replica
on the_electron microscope grid. The above method is used to the point where
one is left with carbon-collodion-grid-collodion-Scotch Tape. At this point
the tape is dissolved off with ethylene dichlor_ide and one is left with
carbon-collodion-grid-collodion. This combination is then placed in a jig
as shown in Figure 29. By heating the amyi acetate and passing vapors over
the replica the collodion will be dissolvedaway and one will be left with
the carbon replica on the grid ready for examination inithe electron micro-
scope.
holes to contain grids
centered in 3/8" wide bar
Amyl
Acetate
/----Lid
jig
' " " IF
II.--Hot
Petri
Dish
Plate
Figure 29
Wash-ing Apparatus
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The difficulty encountere_,w-ith this metNed is tha_1ffTe Scotch Tape
will not dissolve away from the grid readilyand-hence one is left with
collodion and tape on the grid-which_becomes "trashY' o_ "df r1_ whenexamined
in the electron microscope. This can be overceme by cutting a very small
hole in the tape (smaller than thesize:of thegrid) andplacing this small
hole over the center of the grid whenapplying the tape.
Somedifficulty is also encountered-in-stripping-thecollodion off
the silicon surface. This may be overcomeby breathing-heavily on the col-
lodion surface.until_a:,slight moisture condensate forms. Thenapply the
tape and proceed with the stripping process.
Vacuu m Evaporation of Carbon
The apparatus used for the vacuum evaporation of cil_bon is shown in
Figure 30in simplified form.
Carbon Rods
-- Spri
MovabIII "'" }
Tube
High Vacuum
Oil Drop! I
Ta rget
I I
_---Insulator
Power Leads
Figure 30
Carbon Evaporation Unit
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The unit used is the JEE-4BVacuumEvaporator manufactured by Japan
Electron Optics Laboratories Co., Ltd_ The apparatus has the following
features:
I. As the bell jar is furnished with two independent electrodes,
one with a pair of filament holders and the ether with a pair of filament
holders and of carbon holders, two different kinds of metals can be evaporated
successively, or carbon evaporation andmetal evaporation can be performed
at the sametime or successively, by proper use of these holders.
2. The highly efficient oil diffusion pumpand the rotary pumpare
used for keeping a vacuumless than 10-5 mmHg. Furthermore_ pre-evacuation
can be performed through the by-pass valve so that vacuumwi!! be restored
to the degree above immediately after exchange of a specimen.
The procedure is as follows: Twohard carbon rods are mounted in
insulated holders. The blunt one is fixed and the pointed one is movable.
A spring maintains a light pressure at the points. The target is placed
about I0 cm from the source. A thickness indicator, consisting of a piece
of white porcelain with a drop of vacuumoil on it is placed beside the target.
The apparatus is covered with a bell jar and evacuated to between I0-4 to 10-5
torr. The carbon is nowevaporated. The best thickness is believed to be
obtained on this apparatus by passing 50 amps for a time of thirty seconds.
The thickness is judgedby the brown colorat_ion on the indicator. This is
visible on the area of the porcelain not covered with oil. Whenthe brown
color is just detectable comparedto the white of the oil-covered area, the
0
thickness of the film on the target is about 50 A. Other thicknesses will
be experimented with to try to obtain the optimum_ This would be the
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thinnest carbon film which could be obtained and which would still hang
together. Naturally the thicker the film, thepoorer the_resolution.
Shadow Casting
Shadow casting is a technique which consists of depositing by vacuum
evaporation a layer of electren-densematerial onto the specimen at an angle.
(Figure 31)
• ° °
= Shadowing Angle
Figure 31
Shadow Casting
The areas shielded from the impinging beam of atoms by surface
irregularities are not coated. These areas are more electron-transparent than
the coated areas and resemble shadows in appearance. When examined in the
electron microscope, they will appear lighter than the surrounding areas.
When a micrograph is taken of such a specimen the images of the shadows are
reversed and appear dark, thus giving the impression of a surface illuminated
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obliquely by white light. A print is then madewhich reverses this and
gives the samepicture observed in the microscope. The main purpose here
is to provide added contrast to the final imageproduced-by the electron
microscope. Also by knowing the angle of deposition, it is possible to
determine the height or size of surfaceprojections or to determine their
shape by the length of the shadows.
Up to this stage in the project platinum has been the shadowing
material. This is accompl_shedvery easily in the JEE system described pre-
viously. Shadowinghas been done by evaporating a short piece (about I inch)
of 8 mil platinum wire wrapped around a tungsten filament by heating to 36
ampsfor 30 seconds. This method works fine now, but later when very high
magnification is_quired it is believed that the platinum will show a
granular structure. This will be overcomeby using platinum/carbon shadowing.
This method should be capable of very high resolution and cause only very fine
background structure. The platinum and carbon are evaporated simultaneously
to form a deposit which has a high electron scattering power, but does not
form discrete crystallites associated with evaporated films of heavy metals.
The method dependson the use of rod type electrodes consisting of a mixture
of platinum and carbon. However, it is believed that equally good results
can be obtained by using carbon rods in a set-up like Figure]_)and wrapping
platinum wire on one of the electrodes. The angle of incidence should be
very small, about five degrees. This method will be put to use when a high
degree of magnification is desired.
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V. Fundamentalsof Photo Resist Materials
Ao Introduction
The silicon-silicon oxide_interfscepro1_e_e_in'prod_ction devices
are intimately related to photo resist portions of _he_manufacturing processes.
Application of the fundamental in_ormat'ion_sough_n this_program will require
understanding the influence of the photo resist processing. T_l_ . section
summarizesthe results of an initial l iteraturest_dy of the_chemistry and
technology of photo resist materials.
Bo General Information
Twobasic types of photo resist, a positive and a negative type,
exist° The positive type produces a positive image of the original drawing
upon development, where the negative type produces a negative imageof the
original drawing. Therefore, if a film coated substrate is to have its
remaining film (after etching) identical to the inked lines of the drawing
and if the foil is coated with a negative resist, then a negative of the
inked drawing must be used to expose the photosensitive resist.
The most popular photosensitive resists in the electronics field
are currently those products by the EastmanKodak Co. (KMER_KTFR,KPR).
Other resists (except AZ-1350, S-C grade_rom the Shipley Co.) are more
commonlyused or proposed to be used in various lithographic processes.
Originally Kodak's photo resists were meamto revolutionize the printing
industry; however, the electronics industry adopted theproducts. Nowthe
three Kodak photo resist products, KPR,KMER,and KTFR(negative types), are
the leading resists, respectively, in thecopper foil coating applications,
in the metal etch applications and the silicon shaping applications.
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The positive photo resist available from the Shipley Co. may be
satisfactory for metal etch operations (in particular semiconductor appli-
cation) if it is desirable to eliminate the additional step of producing a
negative of the original drawing. It would seemthat furthercomments can
be madeonly for specific cases since major semiconductor firms have
chosen to remain with the negative photo resist processes. A major factor
is the costly prospect of art work change-over.
The remaining photosensitive resist applications that appear in the
literature seemto apply more to the printing trade. The basic spread of
chemistry for these various, photosensitive resists seemsto be as follows:
(I) the majority of these resists use somecombination of polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA), (2) Diazo Azide, Polyvinyl Cinnamatecompounds,and phthalates of
Hydroxy-containing polymers as the remaining basic building blocks.
Woodward,Chambers,and Cohenprovide quite a useful insight((in
their article, "Image-Forming SystemsBased on Photopolymerization) into
the chemistry and photographic characteristics of the photopolymerization.
Someof the main points are as follows:
(I) Photopolymerization (first reference to it in 1945by Gates) is
outstanding as a result of its potential amplification, short access time,
short chemical processing, stability, and versatility aspects. The sponta-
neous amplification of this widely studied system of photochemical image
formation results in a high chemical quantumyield through a chain reaction
in which a monomer,M, is converted to a polymer, (M)n in the following
reaction:
h_
nM _ (M) n
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where n, the kinetic chain length, roughly approximates thequantum yield.
(2) The speed of a photographic system is determined-by its overall
utilization of information bearing incident light'to record and detect this
recorded information. Very high speed-_ystems_might result if the quantum
yields are on the order of 106 and 109_(_.e. a polymerization yield of 106
monomersper photon absorbed). As of_ 1963the best that had been obtained
was about 103. However, chain lengths up to 108 are obtainable in addition
polymerization. Addition polymerization does require special monomers,
elimination of induction periods and_rigorous control of inhibitors.
(3) Quite a bit of information is still lacking; such as the complete
chemistry of photopoiymerization (a) for excited states; (b) for mechanisms
for energy transfer and radical formation, and (c)-_for the'Telationsh_p '_ of
polymerization reactions to physical property changes.
(4) The primary chemical step is photoinitiation which occurs whenan
initiator componentabsorbs radiation at somewavelength between 2000 and
o
7000 A to form an excited species capable of generating a polymerization-
initiating free radical. This excited species _the samemolecular structure,
but now more energetic) as comparedto the unexcited species is potentially
capable of many reactions. The photon's energy causes a rearrangement of the
electrons involved in the formation of chemic_ bonds and results in many
paths by which the energy of such excited molecular states may be dissipated
or utilized.
(5) The polymerization takes place whenmolecules at an excited state produce
polymerization initiating radicals.
(6) An antihalation coating can decrease undesirable photopolymerization
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Figure 32
Photopolymer Cross Section During Exposure
(A) Film negative
(B) Photopolymer layer, (B') Exposed (insoluble) polymer layer
(C) Non-sensitive bonding layer
(D) Anti-halation coating
(E) Steel Support (substrate)
(F & F') Section and cross section (underexposed)
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since reflections otherwise blur the film negative imege impressed upon the
light-sensitive polymer. (See Fig. 32)
It is now possible to appreciate the general aspects_of the presently
existing photo resist materials.
C. KMERand KTFR
I. General Chemical Structure
These trademarked products of EastmanKodakCompanyare more
completely titled KodakMetal Etch Resist and Kodak Thin Film Resist.
EastmanKodak Co. has not supplied any chemistry particulars other than
application information, someof the latter dated as late as 1964, and as a
result a considerable amountof literature search has been necessary in order
to establish a reasonable basis for chemical understanding of KMERand KTFR.
The details are now presented.
KTFRis a refinement of KMER. KMERhas previously been "cleaned
up" at least by a centrifuge process for high resolution applications. KMER
may be thought to be very close to 3- and 4- (=-cyanocinnamido) phthalates of
hydroxyl-containing polymers. The following information came from personal
communications, the Patent Gazette, and Chemical Abstracts.
The sections B and C, Fig. 33a and the sections B and C, Fig.
33b, can be identical. However, section A, Fig. 33, is polyvinyl cellulose.
It is necessary to consider further the patent 2,861,057 information from
the Gazette, the Chemical Abstracts, and personal communications. Since
the patent information and other sources hint that section A is polyvinyl
alcohol, KMERand KTFRmaybe supposedto have PVAas section A of the
chemical structure (See Fig. 33). Since the patent 2,861,057 (filed
December17, 1956 and granted November18, 1958) is the latest of the series
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Figure 33
Photosensitive Resist Chemical Chains
(a) Partial KMER chain
(b-e) Chains in Merrill Patent
(f) Complete general I_ER, KTFR chain
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of light sensitive polymer patents:
2,835,656 filed November25, 1953
2,848,328 and 2,852,379 filed May 4, 1955
2,861,058 filed July 29, 1955
2,865,750 filed March 18, 1955
(issued before the KMERtrademark 752,504 and granted November, 1958, (trade-
mark use date January 4, 1960, and filing date September20, 1962), and it
describes light sensitive polymers of 6,000 times the sensitivity of poly
(vinyl cinnamate), this latter mentioned in patent application 2,865,750;
then there exists a reasonable basis for belief that KMERand KTFRhave the
basic chain of Fig. 33 (originally described in patent 2,86i,057).
The KMER,KTFRchemistry can be a variation of the basic patent
since the take-off from the benzenerings are in a flexible configuration.
This general configurat._on allows possible later refinements for more desirable
characteristics.
2. Specific Chemical Structure
The general patent (14) commentsabout the structurel chains are
as follows:
"3- and 4- (_-cyanocinnamido) Phthalates of Hydroxyl-containing
polymers (can be) I. A resinous polymer selected from the group consisting
of (I) a vinyl polymer consisting of at least 30%by weight of the recurring
general structural unit: (Fig. 33) wherein n represents an integer of from
I to 2 and R represents a memberselected from the group consisting of a
hydrogen atom, a chlorine atom, a bromine atom, an alkyl group of I to 4
carbon atoms, an alkoxy group of I to 4 carbon atoms, an acetamido group, a
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-COORI group, an -S03RI group and an (Fig. 33-) group and wherein in each
instance RI represents a memberselected from the group consisting of a hydrogen
atom and an alkali metal atom and R2represents an alkyl group of I to 4 carbon
atoms, the remainder of the polymer molecule to makea total of 100%being
composedof residual recurring structural units selected from lthe group con_
sisting of a vinyl alcohol unit, a vinyl ester of a saturated monobasic fatty
acid of 2 to 4 carbon atoms unit, and vinyl alcohol and said vinyl ester units
in linear combination, (2) a cellulose ester consisting of at least 30%by
weight of the recurring general structural unit: (Fig. 33) wherein _, R and
RI are as above defined, the remainder of the cellulose ester molecule to
makea total of 100%being cellulose acetate units, and (3) a cellulose ether
consisting of at least 30%by weight of the recurring general structural unit:
(Fig. 33) wherein _, R and RI are as above defined, the remainder of the
cellulose ether molecule to'make a total of 100%being hydroxylethylcellulose
units."
The phthalate group (Fig.33, section B) and _-cyanocinnamide
group (Fig. 33,section C) maybe attached either to Polyvinyl Cellulose or
Polyvinyl Alcohol. The Chemical Abstractor for this patent outlines the
procedure for the polyvinyl alcohol combination.
3. Properties
KMERand KTFRare essentially the sametype of honey-colored,
light sensitive resist. Both resists are low molecular weight compounds
that use the samechemical processing techniques. KMERdiffers by the fact
that it has an observable graininess in its KMERbottle (This graininess has
caused its users to refer to it as "applesauce". The graininess supposedly
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stems from a particular statistical frequency distribution of polymer
length). The ash content of KTFRis kept under .0003%so that very high
resolution is possible. KMERis recommendedfor thick coatings of resist
since the exposure time for KTFRmaybe excessive (for a coating thickness
of 0.0003 inch or greater). KMERsingle-coat thickness may range to 0.001
inch.
KMERwas basically designed for aluminum, tool steel, stainless
steel, titanium, and other structural me_als; however, semiconductor use
has increased its use to include germanium,molybdenum,tantalum, silicon,
nickel, and (with additives) g_lass, and silicate surfaces. KMERcan also
be used for gold, magnesium,copper, nichrome, zinc, silver and plastics not
attacked by aromatic hydrocarbons. KPRis preferred for copper.
KMERand KTFRwill resist acids such as HN03, H2S04, H3P04, HF,
somealkaline solutions such as NaOH,and water as a solvent. Hot chromate
acid +H2SO4 will removethe resists but other resist-strippers may be pre-
ferred or required such as Litho AluminumProducts Company'sResist-Strip
J-lO0 or boiling C2HCL3. Chromateacid may adversely coat glass surfaces.
KTFRmay adhere also to the samematerials as KMERbut the
resolution requirement is the governing factor in the choice between KMER
and KTFRresists. Heating of the resist should be limited to a temperature
of IOOPCoAdhesion will rise whenheated until there is a color change
from honey to milky-white. Past this point adhesion will drop to 10%.
Excessive heating can cause a developed image to flow.
KMER,KTFRphoto sensitivity extends into the visible light
region so that an incandescent light source, even through certain glass,
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wiil cause photopolymerization to take place.
Irradiation produces cross-Linking so thet the image remains
upon development.
Note that for RI (Fig. 33) being a Na salt then the KMER,KTFR
compoundis basic and tends to be merewater soluble. If RI is a free acid
(H+) then the KMER,KTFRcompoundtends to be more soluble in organic solvent.
4. State-of-the-Art Techniques
Both resists must be applied to clean surfaces if undercutting
due to poor adhesion is to be avoided. Sometimesif adhesion difficulty still
prevails then either bake resist longer (at IO0°C) after development stage or
(I) use Kodak's a_ditive D (for glass and ceramic), (2) use a fluorocarbon
non-ionic surface wetting agent (Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company's
LI060) with the resist in silicon or silicon-oxide applications.
KTFRhas a muchhigher resolution than KMER(KMERtends to fuss),
the good resolution of KTFRpermitting circuit elements of I/2 micron
separation. _ However, a limit of an element of I micron in width using KTFR
seemsto be the present case for one large semiconductor manufacturer. This
limit of I micron seemsto be a result of interference, bars and rings, that
begin to appear; possibly as a result of the physical optics associated with
the small apertures of the mask. Imagereduction (via a lens system) during
photo resist exposure is to be avoided where good overall replication is
desired. Substrate indexing using a steromicroscope (of at least 40X magni-
fication) and a precise X-Y maneuverablechuck can give good repl_cation as
compared to the use of a fly's-eye lens system or a series of grid lines.
HumbleOil Company'sVarsol works as a satisfactory substitute
for Stoddard solvent developer . Useof alcohol instead of xylene prevents
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accidental resist swelling. Resist coatings are best when-a spin operation
is employed to smooth the coating.
Addition of Stannous salts to photo polymerizablecompositions
decreases undercutting, and increases adl_esien and_imagequality.
For good microcircuit repl_ication every step must be completed
under identical conditions. Masksmayneed to be from a drawing up to
500 times larger. Also, masksmayneed to be etched glass in order to
maintain high dimensionable stability. _ Meek imagem_st be adjacent to the
substrate resist film and must be aligned and e×posedby light rays
having the sameangle of incidenceon the substrate plane (90°). Higher
magnification with good definition can be obtained. A simple mask can also
be madeto produce several images.
The stripping of polymerized films (recommendedby Keonjian)
is by boiling in C2HCI3 (trichloroethylene) then by "scrubbing" in acetone
or heating in mineral acids such as HNO3 or H2SO4. Litho Products suggests
their resist strip J-lO0.
D. Conclusion
The opportunities for extraneous materials to be included in a
thin layer of oxide are numerous. Detailed analysis of surface chemical
composition may be required to determine the influence of these materials
on the properties of the Si/SiO 2 interface.
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VI. Analytical Equipment
A. Electron Mirror Microscope of Litton Industries
A visit to the Litton facility in Minneapolis revealed that the
readily obtained maximumdirect magnification with existing instruments is
3700X. For 0.37 mmas the minimumsatisfactory spacing on the recording
film, the minimumsPecimen resolution is 10-7 m or I000 Angstroms. Conver-
sation with menworking on the machine indicated that one to three years
will be required for them to have studied the machine sufficiently thoroughly
to have a definite indication of their capability on a project similar to
the Si/SiO 2 interface study.
A few specimens should be submitted to them each year to determine
if useful information can be obtained by the electron mirror approach.
B. Fluorescence Analysis
Pursuit of analysis techniques for highly purified water may have
led to an analysis technique with bread applications. The initial considera-
tion was for a sensitive, convenient, and inexpensive indication of impurities
in deionized water. The "ideal" approach being a device from which one can
extract an electrical signal indicative of the impurity content. Such an
electrical approach contrasts readily with the commontechniques, usually
requiring wet chemical analysis.
The electrical conductivity measurementon water gives the ionic
conduction quite readily. Suspendedinorganic solid materials and both
dissolved and suspendedorganic materials do not contribute to ionic
conduction. Other analytic techniques used include:
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for SuspendedSolids - residual mass after evaporation
- flow stoppage in a fine filter
for Organic Content - concentration, oxidation, and titration
- bacteria count
Noneof these are conveniently performed in anything less than a well equipped
analytical laboratory. An electrical analytical technique offers muchcon-
venience.
Fluorescence in a material dependson the existence of certain
relative energy levels for electrons around the atoms and appropriate
electronic transition_properties. Operationally, fluorescence is the
excitation of material atoms at one wavelength of light with re-emission
of radiation at another wavelength, usually a longer wavelength. Most organic
materials fluoresce to somedegree and a small fraction of inorganic com-
pounds fluoresce. The best knownexamplesof the latter are the natural
minerals which fluoresce.
Research scientists in the life sciences have cometo use the unique
and powerful analytic capabilities of fluorescence phenomena. An extremely
large numberof organic molecules have unique fluorescence spectra just as
somehave unique infrared or ultraviolet absorbtion spectra. Becausethe
kind of fluorescence spectrum of a material depends on the wavelength of
the excitation radiation, fluorescence analysis has another dimension over
the ordinary absorbtion spectrum techniques. Fluorescence can be an
exceptionally powerful analytic phenomenonin manycases. For those
materials which do not fluoresce, it obviously has no analytical value.
Deionized water systems can be installed and filtered to have
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extremely low inorganic impurity content. The plumbing is organic, the
deionizing resin is organic, and the most difficult of materials to remove
from the raw water are the dissolved organics. Fractions of all these
organics can be in the deionized water of a well-managed purification system.
The concentrations are sufficiently low and the commonanalytical techniques
so cumbersomethat little is usually done to monitor this source of ex-
traneous material in semiconductor device production.
A selected list of references has been examined to estimate how much
information exists about the probable success of using fluorescence to monitor
deionized water purity in conjunction with the usual ionic conductivity
measurement:
Sidney Udenfriend, Fluorescence Assay in Biology and Medicine,
Academic Press, 1962.
Gerald Oster and A. W. Pollister, eds., Physica Techniques in
Biological Research, vol. III, Academic Press, 1956.
P. Pringsheim, Fluorescence and Phosphorescence, Interscience, 1949
C. A. Parker, "Raman Spectra in Spectroflurometry," The Analyst 84,
446 (1959)o
Relatively few compounds have been thoroughly indexed for fluores-
cence analysis. Present research workers are contributing to a growing
body of data°
A research investigation must be performed to isolate the primary
organic constituents and the wavelength bands best for excitation and
observation of the dominant impurities. Then a relatively simple filtered
source exciter and filtered beam detector could give a quite meaningful
relative indication of the quantity of organic material in the water and
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whether the level is constant with time. Water has fluorescent bands of
its own which prevent operation at those wavelengths, but this property
offers an easy meansof calibration for light source, optics, and electronics
of the measurementsystem. A combination instrument for conductivity and
fluorescence analysis can be compact and simple to use. The cost should be
moderate. Suchmonitoring instruments can be put on each production line
for indicating the quality of water used and the results of washing operations
at critical steps in device manufacture. This appears to be a useful way of
improving quality control on high reliability devices.
Instruments on the market can be readily adapted to such application.
Manufacturers include
American Instrument Company
8030 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland
G. K. Turner Associates
Palo Alto, California
Farrand Optical Company
Bronx Boulevard and East 28th Street
NewYork 70, NewYork.
To obtain the information around which meaningful specifications for water
could be written, a nine to twelve month program of water evaluation combined
with device evaluation should be executed. A doMblemonochromator instrument
(with recorder) for precise analysis costs about $7,000. An instrument using
interference filters as the monochromatorscan be purchased for less than
$2,000. Use of these instruments in conjunction with other device research
should produce very useful quality control specifications.
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APPENDIX
I00 cps
fO00 cps
I0,000 cps
Volts
Table I
Capacitance Conductance
0. I0 116.10 0.0154
0.30 93.18 0.0069
0.50 79.48 0.0055
1.00 61.37 0.0035
3.00 40.43 0.0012
5.00 29.30 0.0011
I0.0 22.20 0.0007
30.0
50.0 unable to get indication
Volts
0. I0
0.30
0.50
I.00
3.00
5.00
I0.0
30.0
50.0
Table 2
Capacitance Conductance
131.46 0.0960
87.26 0.0366
75.20 0.0267
59.05 0.0156
37.30 0.0057
29.81 0.0037
21.91 0.0027
13.40 0.0022
10.20 0.0019
Table 3
CapacitanceVolts Conductance
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0.20 88.38 0.0110
0.30 81.30 0.0100
0.50 70.02 0.0087
1.00 56.21 0.0073
3.00 36.30 0.0063
30.0 11.14 0.005
50.0 I0.I0 0.005
I00.0 10.09 0.005
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